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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS PAPER, we provide a natural tesselation for the Teichmiiller space of a surface with at 
least one cusp. The word “natural” is used in two senses. First, the tesselation is preserved by 
the action of the mapping class group, thus giving a tesselation of moduli space. Second, the 
tesselation is not artificial: our combinatorial structure and coordinates entail no arbitrary 
choices. The second condition is important: any triangulation of moduli space can be lifted to 
Teichmiiller space so as to satisfy the first condition. The objective of this paper has already 
been accomplished by Thurston (unpublished results) and also by Harer and Mumford [4], 
and, combinatorially, our complex is the same as theirs. What is new here is that our 
coordinates come from hyperbolic geometry, while theirs come from quadratic differentials. 
Other coordinates for the same complex will be investigated in a paper by Penner (see also 
[3]). The complex, first introduced by Harer with completely different coordinates coming 
from measured lamination space, has been used by him to prove facts about the homology 
of the mapping class group. It has also been used in [S] to investigate conjugacy classes in 
the mapping class group. These important pieces of work indicate the significance of the 
complex and suggest hat other methods of looking at it are worthwhile. 
There is a classical example of our tesselation in the case of the once punctured torus. 
The Teichmiiller space can be identified with the upper half-plane model of the hyperbolic 
plane. The tesselation is that associated with the action of PSL (2, Z) (see Fig. 1). 
$2. THE CUT LOCUS CONSTRUCTION 
2.1. The horocycle constant 
By a cusp region, we mean a portion of a hyperbolic surface which is isometric to 
{z:Im z 2 1 )/[zhz + c], where we are working in the upper half space model of the hyperbolic 
plane, and c > 0. The number c is thus the length of the horocyclic boundary. If we fix c0 small 
enough (cO < 1 will do: see [2]), then given any complete hyperbolic surface we can take a cusp 
region neighbourhood of each cusp point, with boundary length I+,, and these regions will be 
disjoint. The constant c0 will appear from time to time throughout this paper, and, in a 
superficial way, some of our constructions may depend on cO. However, all the important 
features will be independent of co, provided that c0 is small enough. We expect our readers to 
note and prove this independence, ven when it is not explicitly pointed out. 
Let S be a closed surface of genus g, and let P c S be a subset with p points. We suppose 
that S\P has a complete hyperbolic structure of finite area so that S\P is a surface with p 
cusps. Let x:P*[O, l] be a function with c x(y)= 1. (Note that this means that p> 1.) 
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Fig. 1. Teichmiiller space T:. 
2.2. The spine and spinal triangulation 
Let B(x, y) be the cusp region around y with horocyclic boundary of length c,x(y). If 
x(y)=O, we take B(x, y)= 0. As y varies over P, the B(x, y) are disjoint. Let 
B(x)= u B(x,y). Also let P” ={y:x(y)=O} and P+ = {y:x(y)>O}. 
YSP 
Given any point UES\P, let w(u) be the number of distinct shortest geodesics to B(x). If the 
length of the shortest geodesic is zero (i.e. ueB(x)), we haye w(u)= 1. Let E= {u:w(u)>2) and 
let Vin,={u:w(u)>3}. 
LEMMA 2.2.1 (Local finiteness). 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
w is a locallyjnite, positive,.integer valued function on S\P. 
Vi,, is aJinite set of points. 
X\ Vi,, consists of ajnite union of open geodesic arcs. Each endpoint of an arc is either a 
cusp in PO or a point of Vi,,. 
Each point of P” is an endpoint of at least one arc of I. 
Each point of Vi”, is at the head of at least three directed arcs of C. (The two endpoints of 
an undirected arc are regarded as the heads of two distinct directed arcs. These may be 
equal to each other in S.) 
Proof Thinking of the universal cover ofS\P as the Poincari disk, 8, the inverse image of 
B(x) consists of an infinite number of disjoint horodisks, whose centres are dense in the 
boundary of the disk. Given ueS\B(x), we lift it to 6. There is a maximal (hyperbolic) disk 
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with centre c and with interior disjoint from B. Its radius is d(u, B(x)), where the distance is 
measured in S\P. 
Any given finite disk in the hyperbolic plane can meet only a finite number of disjoint 
horodisks, the upper bound being determined by the radius of the disk. It follows that w(u) is 
finite for each UES\P and that w is locally finite. Clearly, w is, in fact, lower-semicontinuous. 
Given two disjoint horodisks in the hyperbolic plane, the locus of points equidistant from 
the two is geodesic. (Take the geodesic joining the centres. Let m be the midpoint of the 
geodesic subarc joining the two horodisks. Reflection in the orthogonal geodesic through m 
takes one horodisk to the other (see Fig. 2)) 
It follows that C\ Vi,, consists of at most a countable number of geodesic arcs, and that 
C\ Vi,, and Vi,, are locally finite. Also Vi,, is a closed discrete set and C is closed. In order to 
complete the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, we note that since B(x)nX= 0, we can restrict our 
attention to neighbourhoods of points of PO. 
To examine the neighbourhood of a point of P,, take a particular parabolic fixed point 
representing this point of P, and place it at infinity .in the upper half-plane model. The 
parabolic generator is just translation in the x-direction. The nearest points of B(x) 
correspond to the horodisks which have the largest radius with respect o the Euclidean 
metric on the upper half-plane. There are only a finite number of these, up to translation by 
the parabolic generator (see Fig. 3). Q.E.D. 
I: is called the spine of (S, P,x) (the hyperbolic structure on S\P is understood). The 
reason for this terminology is that if PO= {y:x(y)=O} = 0, then S\P deformation retracts 
onto C. In topology, a deformation retract of a manifold is often known as a spine 
(particularly if it is minimal, as is the case when P” = 0). In our case, S\P+ &formation 
retracts onto XuPO. 
Fig. 2. Symmetry across a geodesic. 
Fig. 3. Horodisks in the upper half-plane model. 
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More precisely, if ueS\P and w(u)= 1, let B(x, y(u)) be the nearest cusp region to u. Let y(u) 
be the geodesic from u to y(u), following the shortest route to (or lying entirely within) 
B(.u,y(u)). The deformation retraction will be along the line of y(u), away from y(u). If the 
deformed point, ut, does not eventually land up in Z, then w(u,) will continue to be equal to 
l,B(x,y(u)) will continue to be the nearest cusp region to u,, and the shortest geodesic will 
continue to be y(u) (i.e. y(u), when extended, equals y(u,)). Therefore, d(u,, B(x)) = t - d(u, B(x)) 
increases to infinity and u, must converge to some point yc:PO. 
Definition 2.2.2. The retraction line through UES\(PUE) is the geodesic y(u) from y(u), 
extended past u until it reaches IX or PO. 
S\IZuPO is a union of open components, each containing exactly one point of P+; and 
XnP’ = 0. Since each retraction line has exactly one end at a point of I’+, we see that each 
component is topologically a disk. The boundary of such a disk consists of certain geodesic 
edges and vertices in X, and of certain points of PO. 
Definition 2.2.3. We define V= Vi/in,uPo to be the set of vertices of X, and we write 
X = IuP’. If VE V, we define R,, the set of ribs incident on v, to be the collection of retraction 
lines ending at v. 
From the description just given, we see that R, is finite for each VE V. 
In the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, we identified the ribs in the universal cover of S\P. If vE Vi”, 
is covered by some 6, or if VCP’ corresponds to some parabolic fixed point 17, let D be the 
largest disk or horodisk centred at 6, with interior disjoint from B. Let ur, . . . , uk be the 
points of contact (in the horodisk case, take only one representative from each orbit). Then 
Cur,. . . , v’u,, when extended to their corresponding cusps, lie above the ribs in S\P: there 
are exactly k ribs incident at u. We put r(v)~(O, co] equal to the length of GUI. We have 
r(v) = d(v, B(x)). 
THEOREM 2.2.4 (Existence of spinal triangulations). The edges and vertices of C, together 
with the ribs, R, and the set P+, give a finite triangulation of S, which depends only on the 
hyperbolic structure on S\P and thefunction x:P+[O, 11. If e is an edge of Z, the two triangles 
abutting on e are congruent by reflection in e. Each triangle has exactly one vertex in Pi, and 
exactly one side in X, namely, the opposite side to that vertex. Reflection in the edge e of C, 
restricted to the two adjacent triangles, interchanges the piece of B(x) in one triangle with the 
piece of B(x) in the other triangle. 
Proof The symmetry is proved by lifting to the universal cover. Let I? be a lift of an edge e 
of Z.. A point immediately to one side of e is in a component of S\(CuP) corresponding to 
some y,eP+. The other side of e corresponds to some y,. (Possibly, y, =y2.) Let 0’ and D be 
the two ends of Z. The retraction lines emerging from either side of e lift to asymptotic 
geodesics emerging from either side of Z, and converging to parabolic fixed points $r and jj2. 
So the ribs emerging from v’ and KJ give us two triangles, d, and &, in the universal cover. 
As in Fig. 4, reflection in Z takes a, to &‘2 and interchanges the corresponding parts 
of B. Q.E.D. 
2.3. The coordinates 
We now define 
qs, P, x):E+[O, 11, 
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Fig. 4. Symmetry across an edge of X. 
where E is the set of edges of Z. Given an edge eeE, let A, and A, be the two triangles 
abutting on e. Let y, and y, be the corresponding opposite vertices in P+, and let .x(e) be the 
length of the horocycle boundary of B(x, yi) inside A+ By symmetry (see Theorem 2.2.4), this 
number is independent of i = 1,2. Let 6(e) = 0(S, P, x)(e) be defined to be 2a(e)/c,, where c,, is 
the constant explained in Section 2.1. 
So for each complete hyperbolic structure on S\P and for each weighting x:P+[O, 11 of 
the cusps we have constructed a triangulation of S\P and assigned a parameter 0~ map 
(E, R+). We recall that the boundary horocycle of B(x, y) has length c,x(y). The ribs cut the 
boundary horocycles of B(x, y) (y EP’) into intervals of length a(e), and these lengths occur in 
pairs. The paired intervals may or may not occur on the same horocycle, depending on 
whether or not e appears twice in the boundary of some component of S\CuP’. We have 
,&+9= co and x&e)=l. 
.?GE 
For fixed x:P+ [0, 11, our space of parameters has dimension [El - p because ach cusp y 
gives rise to one equation 
where C(y) is the cycle of edges of X around the component of S\(I:uP’) containing yeP+ 
Note that if P” = 0 and if the surface is generic, each vertex of Z has degree 3. (This will be 
proved later.) We then have 31 V( = 21EI, and the Euler characteristic is 
2-2g-p=IVI-(El= -IEl/3. 
Hence [El = 6g - 6 + 3p and the space of parameters of the surface has dimension 2p + 6g - 6, 
which is equal to the dimension of the Teichmiiller space Ti. If we allow x to vary as well, we 
get a space of dimension 3p + 6g - 7. 
63. HARER’S COMPLEX 
Let S, be a closed surface of genus g and let P, be a set of p points in S,. The subscript T is 
intended to remind us that there is only a topological structure and no hyperbolic structure. 
In [4], a simplicial complex A is introduced. We like to think this stands for arc complex. A 
k-simplex of A is a rank-@ + 1) arc system, namely, a set of (k + 1) arcs in S, disjoint except for 
their endpoints in P,, and such that the system is non-trivial, i.e. no arc bounds a disk in 
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S,\P, and no two arcs bound a disk in S,\P,. An arc is allowed to start and end at the same 
point, provided it does not bound a disk. Two such arc systems are regarded as equal if they 
are isotopic relative to P,. 
An arc system is maximal if and only if each complementary region is an open triangle 
containing no point of P,. It is fill if each complementary region is a simply connected 
region containing no point of P,. It is proper if each complementary region is simply 
connected and contains at most one point of P,. 
Let Ak be the set of k-simplexes. Then the (equivalence classes of) maximal arc systems are 
exactly the elements of A 6g-7+3p. (This follows from 3t = 2k and p-k + t = 2 - 29, where r is 
the number of complementary triangles.) 
Let A, = maximal arc systems, 
A,=full arc systems, and 
A, = proper arc systems. 
Then A, c A, c A, c A and A\A,, A\A, and A\A, are all subcomplexes. 
Now we explain how the cut locus construction described in Section 2 leads to a proper 
arc system. The arc system is dual to X. 
For each edge, eEE, the spinal triangulation (see Theorem 2.2.4) has two triangles, A1 and 
AZ, abutting on e. Let y, and y, be the vertices in P+ opposite e. We obtain an arc e*, from y, 
to y,, which crosses e once and C nowhere else. We also assume that e* crosses no rib. 
LEMMA 3.1. The edges e* (eEE) form a non-trivial arc system. 
ProoJ Let d* be a lift to the universal cover, having endpoints Jr and ji2. Let P be the lift of 
e which cuts Z* once. Then e’ lies in a geodesic which separates jjl from jj2. Therefore jjl ~7, 
and e* does not bound a disk. 
Let e: and er be arcs which start at yO and are adjacent. Then e’rand e’, are edges with an 
endpoint I? in common. Let o’lie above the vertex VE I/. Then the other endpoints jr and Jz of 
e’: and P: are distinct because at least three distinct ribs, such as i7J0, t?jjr, fijjz are incident on v’. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. The edges e* (eeE) form a proper arc.system. 
Fig. 5. Three edges of E meeting in a point. One of these edges is infinite. 
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Proqf: We draw an edge e* as the union of two geodesic arcs meeting on e. Each 
complementary region of {e*} contains exactly one vertex of Z and can be deformation 
retracted onto the vertex. The picture can be made precise using the spinal triangulations 
(Theorem 2.2.4). It follows that each complementary region is simply connected and contains 
at most one point of P. Q.E.D. 
$4. MAIN THEOREM 
Let (S, P) be a topological surface of genus g with a subset consisting of p points (p 2 1). Let 
rr be a proper arc system. We regard CT as a set consisting of arcs denoted by e*. Let &a+(O, l] 
be a function such that 1 tI(e*) = 1. If YEP, let 
-EC 
x(y)=@{O(e*): e* is incident at y}. 
(If both ends of e* are incident at y, we add in 2&e*) instead of 0(e*).) Then c x(y)= 1. 
YEP 
We may now define PO, P+ c P, for (S, P, r), as in $2.1 (where we were also given a 
hyperbolic structure). .We note that since e(e*)>O for all e*Ecr, we have P+ = {y~P:y is 
incident on some e*Err}. 
MAIN THEOREM 4.1. There is a hyperbolic structure on S\ P, unique up to isotopy rel P, such 
that cr is the dual of the associated spine C, and such that tl(S, P, x)(e) = B(e*)for each edge e of ZE. 
Proof: The fact that 0 is proper allows us to construct he dual complex Z, embedded in S, 
with a point for each complementary region and an edge e crossing each arc e* of 0. If the 
complementary region contains a point of P, then we use that point for the corresponding 
vertex of C-such a point is in PO. The components of S\Z are disks, and each contains a 
unique point ycP+. In each such disk, we draw disjoint arcs from y to the vertices of Z. This 
gives a topological triangulation of S. 
The idea of the proof will be to impose a hyperbolic structure on each triangle in such a 
way that the sides are geodesic. Individual triangles have the form shown in Fig. 6. Here, 
0 = co&e*) is measured along a horocycle, co being the constant in $2.1. r and s are distances 
from u and w to the horocycle. We will allow r and s to become negative. From $2, we know 
that we must have r = r(v) and s = r(w), independent of which triangle we are in, and depending 
only on the vertex u or w of C. At the moment, the r(u) are unknown (except hat we know that 
r(o)= co for UEP’), and we have to find them as part of the proof of the main theorem (4.1) 
given only the numbers 8 in the various triangles. 
Suppose that the r(u) (DE Vi,,) are any collection of numbers (not necessarily correspond- 
ing to a hyperbolic structure on S\P); then we can form hyperbolic triangles as in Fig. 6 and 
Y 
Fig. 6. Diagram showing the horocyclic distance 0 and the angle &r, s, 0). 
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glue them together so that the vertices and horocycles match up. Which triangle to glue to 
which, and along which edge, is determined by the topological triangulation we have 
constructed. The space will have a hyperbolic structure with p cusps, except that at the 
vertices UE Vint, there may be cone angles. The structure is completely determined, except 
where there is an edge ecE going from P, to P,. In that case, the gluing is determined by 
symmetry-we note that there is a unique point on e which is at a minimal distance to the 
standard horocyclic region defined by x. 
What we have to show is that, given the es, there is a unique choice of the r(u)s which 
makes all the cone angles exactly 2n. Let 
F: map ( vi.,, W x map 6% (0, cobmap (vint, W 
be defined as follows. Suppose r: Vi,, + R is any assignment of (possibly negative) lengths and 
19 is any assignment of horocyclic lengths; then F(r, t?)(u) is the cone angle at u obtained by 
gluing the triangles together. 
We will want to express F(r,@(u) as a sum of angles from the component triangles. 
Focusing on one triangle, we define an analytic function 
4: Iw2 x (0, co)+lR, 
where c#+, s, 0) is the angle shown in Fig. 6. 
By using the upper half-plane model we prove the formula 
cot~=(82e’+e’-2”-e--‘)/2e. 
We define 
o(r, s, 0) = &r, s, e) + &a, r, e) 
=x-A, 
where A is the area of the triangle. 
4.2. We have the following properties: 
(1) dC#+?s>O. 
(2) &$/ar < 0. 
(3) a@/& -C 0 and a@/& < 0. 
(4) As r and s both tend to -co, (Ii tends to II. 
(5) As r+ - co and s remains bounded below, 4 tends to 71. 
(6) 4 can be extended to a continuous function on (-co, co] x (- co, co] x (0, co), and 
&oo,r,@=O. 
Henceforth, for notational convenience, we will identify each function r: Vi,,+ R with the 
corresponding function r: V-+ R, where r( Vi,, is as before and r(u) = 00 whenever UEPO. 
(Remember that V= Vi.,uPo.) 
We now have, for DE Vi,,,, 
F(r, Q(v) = 2L4(rW, rW, e(e)), 
where we sum over all edges erz.E which are incident on u. The point WE Vis the other end of e. 
If both ends of e are at u, the sum is supposed to contain two terms equal to 4@(u), r(u), e(e)). 
The factor of 2 in the formula for F(r, e)(u) occurs because of the symmetry across e. 
We fix 8: E+(O, co) and examine the function 
f= F( ,@: map (vint, W+map (Vi”,, W 
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We wish to show thatfis injective and that its image contains the point (27r, . . . , 2n). The 
image turns out to be an open convex set bounded by a finite number of hyperplanes, and our 
first task is to explain what these hyperplanes are. We will obtain one hyperplane for each 
subset W of I’i”t. 
Let Ew be the set of edges of X which are incident on some point of W. Let EL be the set of 
edges of E which are incident on W at one end only, and E$ be the set of edges which are 
incident on W at both ends. 
Let Q be the set of semap( Vi”,, [w) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) s(u)>0 for each UE Vi,,. 
(ii) If 0 # WC Vint, then 1 s(u) < 2nlE,I. 
UEW 
Q is an open convex set. 
LEMMA 4.3. For r E map ( y,,, R), f(r) = F(r, 0) E Q. 
Proof: Statement (i) in the definition of Q is obvious. To prove the second statement, we 
introduce the notation u <e to denote that u is an end of e. If u occurs at both ends of e, we 
think of the relation u < e as occurring twice (in a summation formula, for example). Then, if 
s =f(r), 
where w is the other end of e from u. This sum can be written 
2~{4(r(uL 4~)~ W):e4 whereu<e,w<e,uEW,w#W} 
+2~,{@(r(u),r(w),B(e)):e~E& where u<e, wee} 
and this is strictly less than 
21clE;I + 27rJEf4 =24E,I. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.4. f is an injectiue immersion. 
Proof. Suppose r#r’: Vi,,+R. Let W= {us V:r’(u)>r(u)}. We may assume that W# 0. 
Let T” = max(r, r’). Then, by (4.2.3), 
Therefore, for some WE Vi”,, f(r)(w) > f(r”)(w). We must have WE W by (4.2.1). So, 
f(r)(w) > f@“)(w) > f@‘)(w), 
where the second inequality results from (4.2.1) since r”(w) = r’(w). Therefore, f(r) # f(r’). 
The fact that the derivative Df(r)(x) #O if x #O will be proved in a similar way. Replacing 
x by -x if necessary, we may assume that at least one component of x is strictly negative. Let 
x” =max(x,O), and let W= {u: x(u) CO}. Then, by (4.2.3), 
J_, DfWW’)(u) <J,, ~fW4W. 
By (4.2.1), Df(r)(x”)(u) > Df(r)(x)(u) if u+! W (’ i.e. x”(u)=x(u)). Therefore, for some WE W, 
D./-(r)(x)(w) > Df(r)(x”)(w) 20, 
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where the second inequality results from (4.2.1) since x”(w)=O. Hence Df(r)(x)#O. 
Q.E.D. 
Let Q be the open convex set of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. f is a proper map and a d@omorphism of map (Vi”,, IR) onto Q. 
Proof Suppose r, converges to infinity in map( Vinf, R). We must prove that f (r,) tends to 
the boundary of Q. It is enough to show that any such sequence has some subsequence whose 
image underf converges to the boundary. So we may assume that Vi,, can be partitioned into 
disjoint sets V_ u Vou V,, where r,(u) --) - cc if UE V-, r,(u)+ CO if UE V,, and r,(u) converges 
to a finite limit if UE Vo. 
First suppose that DE V,. Thenf(r,)(u)+O by (4.2.6). Therefore-f@,) converges to 8Q. So 
we can now suppose that V, =a and V- #@. Let W= V_. Then 
&f (r&(4 = 2C,{W,(4 r,(w), @3):e~~~) 
+ 2~{+(rdu), r,(w), @)):u < e%k). 
By (4.2.4), the first term tends to 27$??$1, and by (4.2.5), the second term tends to 27r/E&l. 
Therefore c f(r.)(u) tends to 27rlE,I and so f (r,) converges to aQ, 
VEW 
This proves that f is proper. 
To show that f:map( Vi,,, R)+Q is a surjective diffeomorphism, we choose any point 
xc:Q and any point rEmap( Vint, R), and draw a straight line from f (r) to x in Q. Sincefis of 
maximal rank by Lemma 4.4, it’has the local path lifting property. Since f is proper, any 
partial lift must end at a definite point in the domain, and can then be extended. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
To prove the main theorem (4.1), we show that s=(2n, . . . , 27r)~Q. Let WC Vi,t. Then 
each point WE W has at least three incident edges, since d is a non-trivial .arc system. 
Therefore, if W#0, 
31 WI d2lEwI 
so 
w;w s(w) = 2x1 WI qEwI < 27r)Ewl. 
There is one final subtle point to be settled before the proof of the main theorem (4.1) is 
completed. Given &E-+(0, co) such that c e(e)= 1, and the data of the theorem, we have 
shown how to construct a complete hyperbolic surface with p cusps. However, it is still 
conceivable that the spinal triangulation associated with this structure is different from the 
dual of the arc system we started with. The uniqueness theorem of the next section will deal 
with this point and complete the proof of the main theorem (4.1). Q.E.D. 
$5. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SPINAL TRIANGULATION 
Let S be a closed surface of genus g, Pa subset with p points. Suppose we have a complete 
hyperbolic structure of finite area on S\P. Let x: P-+[O, l] be a weighting of the cusps. 
Around each cusp y, we construct the cusp region B(x, y). Let B =YvpB(x, JJ). 
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THEOREM 5.1. The spinal triangulation (see $2.2) is characterized by the following 
properties. 
(i) It is a triangulation of S\P by triangles with geodesic edges. 
(ii) Each triangle has exactly one vertex in P+ = {y:x(y)>O}. 
(iii) Each other vertex of a triangle is eitherjnite angled with at least six incident edges and 
lies in S\P, or is a cusp of PO= {y:x(y)=O}. 
(iv) Let e be an edge which does not terminate in P+. Then the open triangles on each side of 
e are congruent via rejection in e, and the parts of the cusp regions in these triangles (at 
the vertices opposite e) are interchanged by the reflection. 
Proof: Let R be the set ofedges with one endpoint in P+ and let X be the set of all the other 
edges. If VES\P is a vertex, then the distance to B along the various edges of R which are 
incident to v is a constant, R(o), independent of which edge is used. This is seen by successive 
reflections in the edges e of C incident to u. 
Given UES\B, let y(u) be a shortest geodesic to B. We will show that y lies entirely in a 
closed triangle of the given triangulation. This will terminate the proof, because it will enable 
us to see immediately that X is the spine. The vertices of C in S\P have at least three incident 
edges of E since the edges of E alternate with the edges of R by the symmetry. Therefore the 
decomposition of C into edges and vertices will also agree with the spinal triangulation. 
Since y(u) is shortest, it must terminate orthogonally to 8B, at v say. Consider the last 
portion of y(u) before it hits B. Because it is orthogonal to 8B, it must lie in some closed 
triangle A of the given triangulation. Let e be the unique edge of CnA. We claim that if y(u) 
meets e, it must end at that point, so that it lies entirely within A. For suppose y(u) crosses e. 
Let w be the last intersection point of y = uu with e. Write y = afl, where a = uw is the portion of 
y before w and /I = wu is the portion after. Let /I’ be the reflection of /I in e. Then ap’ is a path 
from u to B of the same length as y. But because there is an angle between a and p’, this path 
can be shortened, giving a contradiction which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
$6. GLUING DISKS TOGETHER 
In $4, we saw how a hyperbolic surface, provided with a weighting function x on the cusps, 
can be cut up into punctured disks in a canonical way, by cutting the surface along the spine 
C. Each edge of the spine gives rise to two edges on the boundaries ofdisks (the two edges may 
lie on the boundary of the same disk). To get back the surface from the disks, we need to glue 
edges together in pairs. In this section we give the precise combinatorial restrictions on the 
gluing pattern which enable one to know that the decomposition into disks does come from 
some cut locus construction. 
Suppose we are given a finite set of closed topological disks. (Each disk will have to be 
punctured once before a complete hyperbolic structure is imposed on the surface obtained by 
gluing the disks together, but these punctures, which will become points of P+, are irrelevant 
to the description of the combinatorial situation.) A non-empty finite set of points is marked 
on the boundary of each disk. Some of these points will become punctures (in PO) and are 
marked to this effect. The complement in the boundary circles of these finite sets of points is a 
collection of open intervals, which we call edges. If a direction is fixed, we have a directed edge. 
If e is a directed edge, we denote by -e the edge with the opposite orientation. A gluing 
pattern is a partition Y of the set of directed edges into pairs, such that if(e, e’)EY, then e # + e’ 
and (-e, - e’)oY. This means that each edge e is glued to some distinct edge e’. If the head of 
the directed edge e is a puncture, then we insist that the same should be true for e’. 
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THEOREM 6.1. A necessary and sujficient conditionfor a given gluing pattern to come from 
some complete hyperbolic structure and cut locus construction is thefollowing. Let e, and e, be 
consecutive directed edges on the boundary of one of the punctured disks so that the head of e, is 
the tail of e,, and suppose that this common endpoint is not a puncture. Let the corresponding 
edges in the gluing pattern be e; and e;, The condition is that e; and e; are not consecutive 
directed edges on the boundary of some punctured disk. 
Proof: Given the spine of a complete hyperbolic surface with weighting function, we see 
from Lemma 2.2.1.(v) that the condition is satisfied. Conversely, if the condition is satisfied, 
then, after gluing, each interior vertex must be the head of at least three distinct directed 
edges. For if the vertex is the head of only one directed edge e after gluing, then let e, and - ez 
be the corresponding directed edges on the boundaries of the disks. Then e, and e, are 
consecutive dges on the boundary of one disk, and the paired edges in the gluing pattern are 
e; = -e, and e; = -e,. Therefore e; and e; are consecutive dges on the boundary of a disk, 
which is contrary to the condition we are assuming. In the same way, a vertex cannot be the 
head of exactly two directed edges after gluing. 
Now the only feature of the combinatorial situation used in the proof of the main theorem 
(Theorem 4.1) is the fact that interior vertices of the spine are the heads of at least three 
distinct directed edges. This proves the result. Alternatively, we could compute the Euler 
characteristic of the glued up surface and show that it is negative. Q.E.D. 
$7. A COMPACTIFICATION OF MODULI SPACE 
7.1. Surfaces with nodes 
The cut locus construction gives us a map, from the Teichmiiller space of a surface of 
genus g with p punctures times an open simplex representing the weightings of the cusps, into 
JAI, the geometric realization of Harer’s arc complex. The function 6 gives barycentric 
coordinates O(e) = O(e*), associated to the vertex e* of A, where e* is an arc running from cusp 
to cusp. 
If B is a subset of the set of simplexes of A, such that A\B is a subcomplex, we write 
JBI = IAI\IA\BI. The main theorem shows that we can identify the product space described 
above and IArl, where A, consists of full arc systems. We are not happy to leave matters like 
this for two reasons. First, we want to know what structures correspond to arc systems which 
are not full. Second, Teichmiiller space has its own topology, and we need to show that the 
topology on [AI, as described in $8, coincides with that on Teichmiiller space, and indeed on 
Teichmiiller space extended by adding on additional structures corresponding to IA\A,I. 
Definition 7.1.1. A hyperbolic surface with nodes is a triple (S, N, P), where S is a closed 
surface of genus g, N c S is a compact subsurface with boundary, P c S is a set of p points (for 
the moment, p may be zero), P&N = 0, and we are given a complete hyperbolic structure of 
finite area on S\(NuP). We require that there is a bijective correspondence between 
geodesics with limit points in dN and points of i3N such that each such geodesic onverges to 
a single limit point in aN. This condition ties the topology on S together with the hyperbolic 
metric. It means in particular that geodesics which go straight up a cusp (with respect o the 
hyperbolic metric) are not allowed to spiral onto dN. We further require that if a component 
of N is a disk, then it must contain at least two points of P. 
Each component of N is called a node, and we imagine it shrunk to a point. If a component 
of N is an annulus, we recover Mumford’s notion of a node. (Mumford uses simple closed 
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Fig. 7. The picture corresponds to a hyperbolic structure on a twice punctured torus, a four-times punctured torus 
and a four-times punctured sphere. The shaded regions (which could have contained punctures, but do not in this 
picture) have no hyperbolic structure. 
curves, and thickening such a curve gives an annulus.) A marking of such a surface is a 
homeomorphism 
h: (S,, PT)-G P) 
given up to isotopy rel PT. Two marked hyperbolic surfaces (S, N, P, h) and (S’, N’, P’, h’) with 
nodes are said to be equioalent if there is a homeomorphism f: S+S’ such that fN = N’, 
fP = P’,fjS\(NuP) is an isometry, and there is an isotopy rel P, which takes h’lS,\h- ‘N to 
fi hlS,\h-‘N. 
Let e be the set of equivalence classes of marked surfaces with nodes. We define a 
topology on 2 by describing a neighbourhood base at a point [S, N, P, h] in q. The first 
requirement for [S’, N’, P’, h’]~ Q to be near to [S, N,P, h] is that there should exist a 
homeomorphism f: S, P-S’, P’ with h’lS,\h- ‘N carried to fo hlS,\h- ‘N by some isotopy 
(rel PT) of S, and fN 3 N’. So, for each component M of S\(NuP), with holonomy 
H: x,(M)+PSL(2,@), fM lies in some component of S’\N’uP’ and so has an induced 
(possibly incomplete) hyperbolic structure with holonomy H’: x1( fM)+PSL(2, C). Let f,: 
x,(M) +xl(fM) be the induced isomorphism. The second requirement for nearness is that, 
for each such component and for suitable choices of normalizations, the homomorphisms 
H’of, and H are close in the space of representations n,(M)+PSL(2, C). We give the space 
of representations the compact open topology, where rtl is discrete, and PSL(2, C) has the 
topology of a connected Lie group. Taking smaller and smaller neighbourhoods of 
Hx,(M)+PSL(2,C) for each of the finite set of components M, we obtain a countable 
neighbourhood base for our topology on 2 at [S, N, P, h]. 
The space T$’ is not hausdorff. For example, if N = S, the only neighbourhood is the whole 
space. Even if this structure is omitted, the space is still not hausdorff in general. However, we 
will use ?=i only in constructions which give rise to hausdorff spaces. Teichmiiller space T; is 
an open dense subspace of Tl consisting of structures with N = 0. The mapping class group 
l-i is the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms ofS, which fix PT pointwise. F; acts on 
Ti, inducing the usual action on T. 
We now introduce the actual space we wish to triangulate. (This space has already been 
triangulated in [4].) Here, we have one or more cusps (p > 1 for the remainder of this paper) 
and the cusps are weighted. Let Ap-’ be the simplex 
{x: P,+R) x(y)20 for all REP, and &x(y)= l}. 
We define the space 
~~“pci=PxAP-r B B 
to be the set of (equivalence classes of) 5-tuples [S, N, P, h, x], where [S, N, P, h]~ Ti and 
xcAp- 1 . We insist that for each component M of S\(NuP), there is at least one point YEP, 
such that hi M and x(y) > 0. Moreover, we insist that x(y) = 0 if h(y)E N. We allow x(y) = 0 if 
h(y)#N. 
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The weighting function x is used as before to construct he cusp region B(p) = B(c,xh- l, p) 
around p. One then takes the spine X obtained by expanding the horospheres. That is, C is the 
locus of points in S\(NuP) such that there are at least two distinct shortest geodesics in the 
hyperbolic metric to u B(p). ;I: is a deformation retract of S\(NuP), and the deformation 
Pep 
takes place along the shortest geodesics to u B(p). The nodes consist of regions of S into 
PEP 
which the horospheres never expand. The construction of Z is independent of c0 (provided 
that co < 1). 
If S\P has a complete hyperbolic structure of finite area, then the horospheres eventually 
expand over all of S\P, but if we take a limit of such structures the domain ofexpansion of the 
horospheres may be reduced. It is this limiting behaviour which we have formalized. 
Given a particular point [S, N, P,h, x]~ si, we define PO= {y~P,:x(y)=O) and 
P+ = (y~P+x(y)> 0). So P+ is the set of points which are to have cusp regions of a definite 
positive size about them. The length of the boundary horocycle will be exactly c,xh-‘p. 
Let _&; = ri x int APT ’ and let Y-,P be the set of [S, 0, P, h, x]. There is clearly a natural 
homeomorphism 
J~-P+TJ x AP-i, 9 9 
The moduli spaces 2: c &;c 2,” are defined as the quotients of 98” c .Y; c SC under 
the action of Ii. The quotient topologies on the moduli spaces agree with the subspace 
topologies from .Z?$ because 9: and Si are open subspaces of S:. 
Clearly all the spaces we have introduced have a countable neighbourhood base at each 
point (first countable). Later we will see that they have countable bases (second countable). 
The spaces are also all hausdorff. It is fairly easy to see this directly. We omit the proof here, as 
it will follow from Proposition 9.3, where we construct continuous maps of these spaces into 
simplicial complexes. 
7.2. Compactness of moduli space 
In this section we show that the space 2,” = si//ri is compact. In doing this, we make use 
of the Mumford compactification ?:‘/I: of T;/Ti, described in [l]. c is defined as for T;‘, 
except that N is taken to be a 1-submanifold. We give an alternative description of the 
topology on p; which ties in with Abikoffs treatment [l]. 
A pantalon decomposition of S, is a set of disjoint simple closed curves, D 011 S,, such that 
S,\(P,u(uD)) is a union of thrice punctured spheres. D is defined up to isotopy rel P,. Let 9 
be the (countable) set of all pantalon decompositions. 
A point of pi is determined by a DEB and a map D-C=([O, co) x R)/({O} x 55). The first 
coordinate given by this map is the length of the homotopic geodesic, and the second is a 
Fenchel-Nielsen twist parameter. If the first coordinate is 0, the curve is a node, so the twist 
parameter is undefined. We topologize C by giving the point [O,O] a neighbourhood base 
{{[x, y]oC:x <E}:E>O}. This topology is coarser than the quotient topology. 
Let %? be the countable disjoint union u CD, where each CD is given the product 
DE% 
topology. We have a surjective map %‘+ Ti, and 7: is given the quotient topology. Since C is 
second countable, it follows that Ti is as well. It is not difficult to see that this topology agrees 
with our own topology defined in terms of holonomy. 
In [l], it is shown that F;/r,” is sequentially compact. Since it is.second countable, it must 
be compact. 
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We show that s,“/rg” is compact by exhibiting it as a quotient of (pi/r:) x Ap- ‘. We first 
define the quotient map q:pi x AP-‘-+f”,p. Take 
and let 
[S,N,P,h]&‘;, xcAP-’ 
q(CS, N, P, hl, x) = [S, N’, P, h, xl ET, 
where N’ is defined as the union of all the components of S\N which do not contain a point of 
P+ (= {y~P:x(y)>O}), together with thickened annular neighbourhoods of each (simple 
closed curve) component of N. We retain the given hyperbolic structure on S\N’ (except hat 
we have to modify it in a neighbourhood of the cusps where we have thickened N). 
It is clear that q is continuous and surjective. Forgetting the markings It, we get a quotient 
map 
4: p;/I-i x AP- 1 +F;/I-gP. 
It follows that P/P is compact. 
Note that we ;a,“, also shown that si is second countable. 
$8. SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES 
Let K be a simplicial complex which is finite dimensional but not necessarily locally finite. 
The topology we will want to put on the realization IKI of K is coarser than the usual CW 
topology. It will have the following properties: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
If K is finite, it agrees with the CW topology. 
If K’ is the first barycentric subdivision of K, then IK’I z IKI. 
Suppose that a group r acts on K in such a way that onrr is a (possibly empty) fact of 0 
for any pair of (closed) simplexes d and 5 of K. Here Tr is the full orbit of T under I-. Let 
K” be the set of n-simplexes of K. r acts on K” as a set with quotient K”/T. Then K/T has 
a natural structure as a simplicial complex, with (K/r)n = K”/T. We may identify IK/r( 
and IKl/r as sets. With our coarse topology, we will have IK/rl zlKl/r via the 
identification. Note that for any action on K, the induced action on the second 
barycentric subdivision K” will have the property stated in the first sentence of this third 
condition. 
To describe the topology, let K” be the O-skeleton of K, and let K(K’)tmap(K’, R) be 
the set of finitely supported functions with the L’-norm (sum of absolute values). Using 
barycentric coordinates, we have a natural injection JKI G tc(K’). We give IKI the induced 
metric and consequent opology. That this topology is coarser than the CW topology 
follows since it agrees with the usual topology on each closed simplex. 
The above properties are deduced fairly easily. To see(l), notice that the topology on JKJ 
is compact since it is a finite union of closed simplexes, and thus agrees with any finer 
topology. (2) follows since the metrics on K and K’ are related in a bilipschitz manner. To see 
this, we use the explicit formula for a standard piecewise linear homeomorphism between IKI 
and IK’I and the fact that K is finite dimensional. To see (3), note that, for any complex L, and 
any x, y~[Ll, we have d,(x,y)<2. Moreover, d,(x,y)=2 if and only if x and y lie in the 
interiors ofsimplexes with disjoint closures. Thus if [xl, [y]~lKl/r with d&[x], [y]) < 2, [x] 
and [y] lie inside intersecting simplexes of K/T. We may lift these to simplexes 0and T of K so 
that anrs=onr. Takingx~[x]nl~l andyc[y]nlrl, weget &(~,y)=d~,J[x], [y]). It follows 
that d&[x],[y]) is the minimum of d,(x,y) over all orbit representatives x and y. This 
means that the quotient topology is equal to the metric topology. 
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49. THE MAP g:P;+ 
Let [S, N, P, h,x] EF;. The cut locus construction in each component of S\(NuP) gives 
us a spine X., its dual 0, and barycentric oordinates 8 on O. Note that the arc system 0 on S, is 
well defined since it is invariant under any homeomorphism supported on h- ‘N. We thus 
obtain a map 
g:5/I,P-+IAI 
which we would like to show is a homeomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. g:Yi+IA 1 is bijectitie. 
ProojI To see that g is surjective, take any arc system CJ on S,. If a component of the 
complement of 0 is either a disk containing more than one point of P, or not a disk, we shrink 
it down a little to obtain a component of N. The hyperbolic structure is now obtained by 
applying the main theorem (4.1) to a component A4 of S\N. The components of AnN play 
the role of (some of the) points of P,. 
To see that g is injective, suppose that 
~CS,,N,,P,,~,,X,I=~CS~,N~,P~, h,,x,l. 
Then x1 =x2 since 
X(Y)=+ C e(e*). 
y-=tW 
Since bi cuts S\N, (i = 1,2) into simply connected pieces, each containing at most one point of 
PO, plus zero or more annular neighbourhoods of components of 8N, we must have h; 1 N 1 
equal to h; 1 N,, up to isotopy rel P,. (First make the two arc systems coincide.) This means 
we can assume that h;‘N, =h;‘N, = N,. We have two hyperbolic structures on 
ST\(NTuPT), and, by the main theorem (4.1), these are isometric by an isometry which is 
isotopic to the identity. We can assume that the isometry is the identity on a neighbourhood 
of e_ach cusp by the tameness condition on the structure there. We can also assume that the 
isotopy near each cusp just rotates this neighbourhood about the cusp point, and so we can 
extend it to an isotopy of N,. It follows that the two structures are equivalent o each other. 
Therefore g is injective. Q.E.D. 
We next show that g is continuous. We will use the following standard version of the 
collar lemma. 
LEMMA 9.2. There exists a universal constant L (small) and a homeomorphism k[O, L] + 
[0, a~] with A(O) = co and A(L) = 0, so that (f u is a simple closed geodesic of length l(u) < L, on any 
complete hyperbolic surface, S, the set C(U) = {yeS:d(y, a) I A(l(a))} is isometric to a standard 
collar about u for which the boundary curves a, and a2 each have length L and have constant and 
equal geodesic curvature. We include the case where a degenerates to a cusp (l(a) = 0). Moreover, 
any two such collars on S will be disjoint. 
Fig. 8. A standard collar. 
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Henceforth, in this paper, we will use the generic symbol Y to denote the point 
[S, N, P, h, x] of Y’_gp. This notation commutes with taking subscripts and primes, etc. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. g:yi-+lAl is continuous. 
Proof Let Y = [S, N, P, h, x] ET; and let g(Y) =(u, e), where c is an arc system on S, and 
&a-+R with e(e)>0 for all eE0. We will show that if Y’ is sufficiently near Y in fl”gp, with 
g(Y’)=(a’, 0’) then 0’ 30 and 0’(e) is close to e(e) for each eEcr (in particular, e’(e) is small if 
eEa’\a). 
So let Y’ be close to Y and letf:S, P-S’, P’ be the homeomorphism given to us by the 
definition of the topology. Let M be a component of S\(NVP),fM lies in some component 
F(M) of S’\(N’uP’). 
If y is a boundary curve of M (7 may be thought of as a cusp of M), thenf(y) is homotopic 
either to a simple closed geodesic ;‘*, or to a cusp y*, in F(M). Since the length of y* can be 
described in terms of the trace of an element of the holonomy H’(~c~(~M)) corresponding to a 
parabolic in H(x,(M)), we may assume that this length is small. We thus arrive at a set of 
collars 
{ c(;l*): ;’ is a boundary curve of N, I(y*)>O}. 
We assume thatf M is the open submanifold of F(M) bounded by the geodesics and cusps y* 
as y runs through the boundary curves of M. (This may involve dropping the restriction thatf 
is injective on annular components of N.) 
We may thus think of Y’ differing qualitatively from Y in that the portion of S endowed 
with a hyperbolic structure has become essentially larger: the components of S\N have 
become extended, and joined to other hyperbolic components, by long tubes-the collars 
C(y*) of short geodesics ‘J*. 
Let C be the cut locus of Y (dual to a) and let E’ be that of Y’ (dual to a’). Z’ may differ 
qualitatively from 1 in three ways. 
Firstly, the interior vertices of C of degree 24 may split apart into vertices of smaller 
degree. 
Secondly, suppose that, for a component M of S\N as above, a cusp y of M has opened 
out into a tube C(y*) joining fM to a neighbouring hyperbolic component (which may or 
may not have had a hyperbolic structure in 9). In Y, there will be a number ofedges of EnM 
terminating at ;I. In Y’, the corresponding edges will now join C’nfM to the spine in this 
neighbouring component. Consideration of the collar lemma leads us to a constant K 
(depending only on .V) such that all the new vertices of Y arising in this way will lie either 
inside a collar of width K about ;‘* or inside a component of N\N’ which did not previously 
have a hyperbolic structure. 
Thirdly, if REP, with x(y)=0 and x’(y)>O, a new cycle of edges in C’ will be formed 
around h’y. The edges of C terminating at h(y) will, in X’, terminate in a vertex of this cycle. By 
Fig. 9 
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Fig. 10. 
making x’(y) sufficiently small, we may suppose that this cycle is formed within an arbitrarily 
small neighbourhood of the cusp. 
In each of the above cases, we see that CJ’ 2 (T. 
The constraints on the holonomy of iA allow us to quantify the above changes and give 
us the required restrictions on 0. Q.E.D. 
We have seen that the map g:Fi+lAl is a continuous bijection. It also commutes with 
action of l-i and so gives rise to a map 
4 is itself a continuous bijection and is thus a homeomorphism since JZ; is compact and 
IAI/T,P is hausdorff. We will deduce from this that g is a homeomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 9.4. g - ’ $4) -s; is continuous. 
ProoJ We think of IAl as a subset of K(A’)c map(A’, R) (see $8). Suppose oi con- 
verges to Oo~ (A 1 (Oi: A’+ W). Let 0,Eint CJ c (A (, where D is an arc system on S,. Let g(,4pi) = 13,, 
g(Y,)=f?,. Since IAl is first countable, it is enough to show that some subsequence of (Yi) 
converges to Y, in S$ 
NOW, &(Yi)) = q(ei) and q(e,)-q(e,), where q:F; -+&T is the quotient map. So, since 4 is 
a homeomorphism, q(Yi)+q(Yo). Since s: is first countable, this means that there is a 
sequence (ri) in rg” so that ‘J~Y~+.Y’~. Since g is continuous, yiO&?,. 
Now, the orbit of 8, under l-i is discrete; so, for sufficiently large i, yiOo = Bo. We suppose 
this is true for all i. Also o= {a~A”:Bo(a)>O} so each yi permutes the arcs of C. Taking a 
subsequence, we suppose that this permutation is fixed. We replace yi by r; ‘y? With this new 
notation, yi fixes cr for each i. It follows that yiSo = So for each i. 
But g(Y,)&nta. So, each component of S,\ua is either a topological disk containing at 
most one point of PT, or else deformation retracts onto a component of hi ‘No. It follows that 
yi is represented by a homeomorphismf, of S, supported on hi ‘No. But the neighbourhood 
base at Yo, as described in $7.1, is fixed under homeomorphisms of this sort. It follows that 
Yi-+YO. Q.E.D. 
To sum up, we have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 9.5. g:y;+IAl is a homeomorphism. 
410. AN ANALYTIC EXTENSION OF THE COORDINATE FUNCXON 
Given a point [S, N, P, h, X-JET:, we have defined an arc system 0 and barycentric 
coordinates 0 which give coordinates for points in a certain simplex (corresponding to 
161 c IAl) embedded in s;. If g is maximal (which implies, in particular, that N = (ZI), then the 
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simplex 1~~1 has maximal dimension. In this case, we can define a continuous ‘map 
0 .Yz+map(rr, R) 0’ 
which is analytic on $i and agrees with the map 13 defined in #4 on the set of structures where 
the second map makes sense. The word “analytic” refers to the standard real analytic 
structure on TeiEhmiiller space Ti. For example, we can use Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates. 
These are described more fully in $11. Because of analytic continuation, O,, if it exists, is 
unique. However, its existence is not automatic. 
We do not know what properties 0, has far away from the simplex g-‘/al. In the next 
section, we show that on g- ‘!a[, 0, h as maximal rank,.so that the coordinates extend real 
analytically to a small neighbourhood of g- ‘101. 
We will describe, below, the construction of 0, on &i. 
So, let o be a maximal arc system and let [S, P, h, x]( = [S, 0, P, h, x])E~: be an element 
not particularly related to rr. Let e* EU be an arc. We must define O,[S, P, h, x](e*), henceforth 
denoted O,(e*). We may assume that e* is geodesic in S\P. 
Consider the universal covering D2 +S\P, where Dz is the Poincare disk model for the 
hyperbolic plane. We lift e* to a geodesic e’* in D2. Now (T cuts S into triangles. Let the two 
triangles adjacent to e* consist of arcs u.~, /I1,_e* and a2, B2, e*, where a,, a2 have one endpoint 
in common with e* and /3i, /I2 have the other endpoint in common with e*. (It is possible that 
aI, (x2, /I,, fi2 and e* are not distinct but we will not worry about this because they will become 
distinct in the universal cover.) We obtain lifts E~,L!?~,B,,~~. 
Take lifts of the standard cusp regions B(x, y) to D2. We obtain horodisks B,, B,, B, and 
B2 at the ends of the geodesics jil,ji2,al,a2,P*, as in Fig. 11. 
There is a unique curve C, of constant geodesic curvature, which is tangent to B,, B, and 
B1, with B,,B, and B, all on the same side of C,. 
Note: In the Poincare model, C, is (part of) a Euclidean circle or line. It is not in general a 
hyperbolic circle, though it is a hyperbolic circle in the situation of $4. Given three circles in 
the Euclidean plane, there are exactly two circles (or lines) which are tangent to all three and 
have all three on the same side. In our case, one of these two circles is the boundary of the 
Poincare disk. 
Let the points of contact be .x3. 1 =&nC, and x p, 1 = B,pC,. Similarly, let C, be tangent 
to B,, BP and B2, and let x,. 2 = i?,nC,, xp. 2 = BpnC2. 
We define 
@AS, N, P, h, xl = f 24x,, 1, x,, Jq,, 
Fig. 11. 
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where c0 was defined in $2.1, distances are measured in the horocycle a& and the + sign is 
taken if the direction from x,, 1 to x,. 2 is the same as that from S1 nZ8, to &naB,. The value is 
independent of our choice of c0 and of interchanging S, and G2. 
We want to check that we get the same answer looking at the horodisk B,. Let y be the 
geodesic equidistant from B, and Bs. We orient C, so that B, and tfl both lie on the right- 
hand side of C,. We change coordinates o that y is a diameter. Then B, and B, have the same 
Euclidean size and C, clearly intersects yorthogonally. Therefore reflection in y preserves C,, 
and C, is similarly preserved. The reflection takes x,, 1 to x6, 1 and x,, z to xg, *. Therefore 8, is 
independent of interchanging the clis and fiis. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let yePT. For any arc e of o, let i(e,y) be the number of times e is incident 
at y (this is 0, 1 or 2). Then,for Y = [S, 0, P, h, x]ES,P, 
go k yP,W)(e) = 2x(y). 
ProofI Let e,, . . . , ek be the edges of 0 which are incident at y, in cyclic order. The 
construction above of 6, gives us points ul, . , uk, where ui _ 1 and Ui arise from ei in the 
same way that x,, 1 and x,,* arise from e* in the definition of 0,. Also, ulr and u1 arise from e,. A 
complete cycle of edges e,, . . , ek moves us a distance c,x(y) along the horocycle boundary 
of B(x, y)c D’, since this is the length of the boundary horocycle. This is equal to ? C 0,(e), 
e8Z.S 
which proves the result. Q.E.D. 
This result is, in fact, valid for 0,, defined throughout Y-I_gp. This just follows by continuity. 
@Il. THE COORDINATES HAVE MAXIMAL RANK ON CLOSED SIMPLICES 
In this section we will confine our attention to the spaces &“,pg Ti x intAP_’ and to lArl 
(see $3). The triangulation g restricts to a homeomorphism 
and, henceforth, we use the symbol g to denote this restriction. For oeA,, we will mean by ((~1, 
the realization in IArl, i.e. /cl= u int r. /oI is a closed subset of IAJ. We can also imagine [CJ[ as 
r5.J 
.SEAC 
a simplex in map, (E(C), [w)= { tEmap(E(C), iw): c t(e)= l}, from which the “closed faces at 
e&(E) 
infinity” have been removed. 
Now suppose g is maximal. In 910, we defined the map 
0,: &e,P+map, (E(o), [w), 
which can be thought of as extending 
We know from this that @,I,- I,bl is a homeomorphism onto its range. The purpose of this 
section is to show that 0, has maximal rank on the closed set g- ‘101. A corollary ofthis is that 
there exists an open neighbourhood of g- ‘loI on which 0, is an embedding, so that the maps 
@,, oE~68-‘+3~ can be used as real analytic coordinates. 
When speaking of real analyticity, we must have in mind some specific analytic 
coordinates previously defined on Teichmiiller space. The explicit coordinates which we plan 
to use are the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates, which we now describe. 
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11.1. Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates 
Let S, be a connected, compact topological surface and let P, be a finite subset of S,. Let 
$3 be a pantalon decomposition of S,\P,. A point of the Teichmiiller space associated with 
(S,,P,) is an isotopy class of homeomorphisms S,, P,+S,P, where S\P is a complete 
hyperbolic surface of finite area. Each pantalon in S is a 2-sphere with three holes, each hole 
bounded by a geodesic or equal to a cusp in P. Each pantalon is the double in a canonical way 
of some geometric figure. The figure is a right-angled hexagon if the three holes are all 
bounded by geodesics. If the pantalon contains one or more cusps, the hexagons may be 
thought of as degenerating to a triangle, quadrilateral or pentagon, with three, two or one 
ideal,vertices, respectively, and with the finite vertices being right-angled. To simplify our 
terminology, we will call all of these figures “hexagons”. 
Let C be a simple closed curve in 9. In general, there are four vertices of hexagons lying on 
C, two coming from the hexagons on one side of C and two from the two hexagons on the 
other side of C. Let a and b be a choice of two of these four vertices, one coming from a 
hexagon on one side of C and one coming from a hexagon on the other side of C. We associate 
to C the pair (I(C), t(C)), where I(C) is the length of C and t(C) is the distance of a to b along C 
(the “twist” parameter). In measuring t(C), we may want to go a number of times around C. 
This number is determined by the marking S,+S (see [l] for details). 
The Fenchel-Nielsen coordinate rp(S) is the tuple of real numbers (I(C), t(C)), indexed by 
the curves C in 9. The map & is a bijection of the Teichmiiller space q to iRd (d = 6g - 6 + 2p) 
and determines a real analytic structure on the Teichmiiller space. We denote by rWy the 
affine subspace where the sum of the coordinates is equal to 1. We will identify 
&eg” = Ti x Ap- ’ with the open subspace of lRd x Iw; 
where AP- ’ is embedded in Rp in the usual way using barycentric coordinates. 
Let F= z,(S,\P,) be the fundamental group and H(S):F+PSZ42, W) be the holonomy 
homomorphism. We normalize by specifying the image of a corner of some hexagon under 
the developing map. This fixes the developing map. We now want to show that this 
normalized choice of holonomy is analytically equivalent to the Fenchel-Nielsen co- 
ordinates. 
Let G= PSL(2, R) and let G, be the subset of parabolic elements. GP is an analytic 
submanifold of G. 
LEMMA 11.1.1. Let g, h be hyperbolic elements of G with axes A, and A,,, which are disjoint 
and have disjoint endpoints. Let kEG, havefixed point pt, which is not an endpoint of A,. Let l(g) 
be the translation distancefor g, let x(g, h) be the base of the perpendicularfrom A,, to A,, and let 
y(g, h) be the base of the perpendicular from pk to A,. Then the three functions 1, x and y are 
analyticfunctions on the open subsets, where the above hypotheses are satisfied, of G, G x G and 
G x G,, respectively. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Now suppose we fix yeF. Then H(S);, depends analytically on SET:. To see this, we 
express H(S)y as a product of isometries of the hyperbolic plane, each of which maps a corner 
of one hexagon to a corner of another. Each component isometry may be expressed explicitly 
in terms of the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates. 
Conversely, suppose we are given any pantalon decomposition 9, a normalization telling 
us how some corner of a hexagon is to be mapped, and some holonomy map H(S): 
F+PSL(2, R). We may find a finite subset TO of F, with the property that the 
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Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates for S may be computed using the construction of Lemma 
11.1.1. This shows that the real analytic structure of T: is independent of the pantalon 
decomposition. 
Let rp be the set of parabolic elements in r. These elements are represented by essential 
loops which are freely homotopic to curves lying in one of the cusps. The holonomy map 
maps T,nT, into G, and rO\rp into the set of hyperbolic elements of G. If we vary these two 
maps of sets of group elements in a small neighbourhood, the construction of “Fenchel- 
Nielsen coordinates” continues to make sense, regardless of whether the isometries are 
derived from some holonomy map. The “generalized Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates” obtained 
will be analytic functions of the matrix entries on this neighbourhood. 
11.2. Outline of the proof of analyticity on the closed simplices 
Let o be a maximal arc system. We have already stated that the functions 0, are analytic 
on 9:. This is because the isometries H(S)y vary analytically on &egP, for each parabolic y. 
Therefore the horodisks &, y) also vary analytically when we normalize by specifying the 
image of a corner of a hexagon under the developing map. 
We want to show that 0, has maximal rank on g-‘(al, where g is the map defined in 99. 
The basic idea is to look at the inverse of 0, on g - ‘(cr( (we know that it is a homeomorphism 
there). For &Jal, we construct a holonomy map for S=@;‘(O) and show that each H(S)y, 
YEr, is differentiable with respect o 8. There are problems with this approach. For example, 
1~1 is not an open subspace of map, (E(Z), R), so we need to clarify what we mean by 
differentiability on arbitrary subsets of ‘R” (see $11.4 for the definition of “X-derivatives”). 
To study O,, we will need to consider the function R,: U,+map( V(C), R), which, in a 
certain sense, measures the lengths of the ribs of a triangulation. Here, U, is an open 
neighbourhood of g-‘Ial in 9:~ Rd x Rp. Proposition 11.3.1 states that 
G, = (K,, 0,): U,-+map( I”@), R) x map, (E(V, R) 
is an embedding of maximal rank if U, is small enough. This is shown by constructing, 
for each face 5 of cr, a left inverse 5b.r:VU,7 -+Rd x RP to G, on a neighbourhood V,,, of 
G,(g-’ intr) in map( V(C), R) x mapl(E(C), W). 
Strictly speaking, we only prove and only use the fact that ?j,,, is an inverse to G, on a 
neighbourhood W,,, of g- ’ int ‘5 in g - ‘IO/ (rather than in U,). This accounts for some of the 
complication of the discussion. The full statement of Proposition 11.3.1 follows from the 
naturality of the maps t,,, and G,. The construction of these maps is all that is logically 
necessary to the rest of this section. 
We know already (99) that 0, gives a homeomorphism of g-‘Ial onto its image. Thus, 
the image G,(g- ‘Ial) may be thought of as the graph of the function 
R = R,,O; ‘:lal+map( V(Z), R). 
In $11.5, it will be shown that R is (&differentiable in the sense of slJ.4. 
Putting the above ingredients together gives us the main result of this section ($11). In 
summary, we have: 
0,: F+map(E(Z=), R), 
(R, id): lol+G,(g- ‘lal)cmap( WI, R) x mapl(W), W, 
LJ,r: v,,,-+~d x R’, 
W,,,cg_‘(cr)cU,cFcIWdxIWP 
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and 
V,., = map( V% R) x map, (R(V, N. 
Composing the maps, we get 
@,,a t;,,,+R, id)-+map(R(V, Q, 
which is just an inclusion. 
By the chain rule, we conclude that the derivatives of 0, and <,,, and the W,,,-derivatives 
of (R,id) have maximal rank. In particular, 0, has maximal rank on g-‘ints and hence on 
g-‘Ial= u g-lint?. 
7=0 
This completes the outline proof. We now give a precise statement of the theorem, followed 
by details of the proof. 
THEOREM 11.1.1. Let o be a maximal arc system. Then there is a neighbourhood of g- ‘jai in 
$i on which 0, is a real analytic difleomorphism onto its image. 
Throughout this section (gll), we are dealing with full arc systems. We proceed to 
introduce some terminology relating to these. 
Let T be a full arc system (i.e. each complementary region is simply connected and 
contains none of the punctures), and let T be the dual spine. We have already introduced 
V(T), the set of vertices of T, and E(T), the set of edges. A corner of T is a vertex of T plus two 
ends of edges of T incident at the vertex, and adjacent in the cyclic order around the vertex. 
Let C(T) be the set of comers of T. If r1 and r2 are full arc systems and ~~ < r2, we have dual 
spines T, and T,. There is an obvious surjective simplicial map T,+ T,, which also induces a 
surjective map of corners C(T,)-+C(T,). If 71 -cam CT~, the induced maps behave naturally. 
The maximal arc system c, introduced in the outline proof, has dual spine C. We will need 
to investigate what happens as we move to the boundary in g - ’ Ial, so that one or more of the 
edges of Z collapse to a point, giving a new spine T. T is dual to a full arc system r < 6. Under 
the mZp C-+ T, the inverse image of any point WE V(T) is either a point, or a tree, which we 
denote by F,. We get a tree, rather than a point, if and only if w is a vertex of Tcorresponding 
to a complementary region of T that gets subdivided by 6. Let F be the union of the F,, as W 
ranges over the vertices of T. Then F c C is the disjoint union of a number of points and a 
number of trees. There is a natural bijective correspondence between E(T) and E(C)\E(F), 
where corresponding edges cross the same arc of 7. We will therefore write 
E(E) = E(T)UE(F). 
In each component.F,, we pick a vertex u,, which we call the root of F,. 
11.3. The embedding 
Let c be maximal. In $2.2, we defined the map r:g-’ int o-*map( V(E),Iw), which we will 
write as R, throughout his section. For each vertex u of C, R,,(u) gives the distance to B(x), i.e. 
the length of the shortest geodesic to one of the cusp regions B(x, y). The point v is the centre 
of a hyperbolic circle D(u) of radius R,(u), which touches exactly three horodisks i[,, 8, and 
8, in the inverse image B of B(x) in the universal cover. As the structure varies in >;, these 
three horodisks will move and we can continue to define v, D(u) and RJu), provided that D(o) 
remains a finite circle. Let U, be an open neighbourhood of g- ’ 101 such that these quantities 
continue to be defined for each vertex u of X. In particular, we obtain an analytic function 
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R,: (i,-+map( V(Z), R), extending our original R,. Similarly, if 6, and 6, are corners based at 
the vertex t’, the angle L,(6,,6J, between the corresponding ribs can be defined on U,. 
PROPOSITION 11.3.1. The map 
6 = (R,, 0,): U,-+map( W), R) x map, (WV, [w) 
is an analytic embedding of maximal rank if U, is a small enough neighbourhood of g- ‘(01. 
Proof We know that G,lg-‘(al is a homeomorphism onto its range. By a standard 
limiting argument, it suffices to show that G, is of maximal rank on g-‘[u(. Since 
g-‘/a/= u g-‘intr, 
r0 
r~A1. 
it is enough to describe, for each T, a differentiable map to,*: V,,,+Rd x Rf, which is a (left) 
inverse of G, restricted to some open neighbourhood of g- lint r. 
So, let 7<0. We will define r,rr: V_,7+lRd and r,r2: V,,,+FP’and set isVr=(qI, q-J. The second 
coordinate, qz, recovers the weightings of the cusps. We define, for (r,@map( V(Z).R) 
x map, (E(Z), P, 
q2(r, 8)(p) =&(0(e): e is incident on p}. 
We now describe the construction of ql. 
We suppose that we have a topological triangulation on S,, obtained by adding to C a 
topological rib corresponding to each corner of C. We choose a basepoint, *, on one of the 
ribs. 
Now, given (r, B)Emap( V(C), R) x map, (E(C), R), with e(e)>0 for each eEE(C), we may 
form a marked hyperbolic surface, S, $S, with cone singularities, by piecing together 
triangles as described in $4. We suppose that the marking h is such that the edges of these 
triangles realize the topological triangulation on S,. We further suppose that h(*) lies at unit 
distance along the rib from the corresponding (interior) vertex. We now consider the 
marked incomplete hyperbolic surface 
S;=S,\(FuP,)-,S\(h(F)uP)=S’ 
with a canonical basepoint h(*), together with the unit tangent vector us, based at h(*), 
which points towards the cusp at which the corresponding rib terminates. Here, F is the 
forest in Z described above. If we fix a unit tangent vector u at a point of U-U’, we get a 
developing map from the universal cover S’+W’, which sends a lift of us to u. Let 
H(r, e):r=7t,(S;, *)-+PSL(2, C) 
be the corresponding holonomy. Notice that, given (r, O), H(r, 0) may be defined abstractly 
as follows. 
Let [y]~r’ be a curve y in Sk, which crosses, in order, the ribs 6,, a,, . . . , 6, (*E& =6,). 
We may assume that y crosses each rib at distance 1 from its finite endpoint. H(r, e)[y] may 
be expressed as a product of isometries of W2, which corresponds to moving the base vector 
u successively, from one rib to the next, along the path y. One can find a simple expression, 
for each component isometry, in terms of (r, 0). It follows that H(r, 0) depends smoothly on 
(r,O). What is more, one may drop the restriction that e(e) be greater than 0 for 
eeE(C)\E(F) g E(T). Thus, we have defined a homomorphism H(r, O):r’+PSL(2, C), 
where rEmap( V(C), R), and 8 contained in an open neighbourhood of inttcmap(E(C), R). 
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Let r = 7cI(S,\P,, *). We have an obvious surjection q:T’+T. Let I be a right inverse of q. 
z need not be a homomorphism, but we demand that it have the following property. Recall 
that l-r is the set of parabolic elements in I. If yelp and y becomes trivial in (S,\P,)u{y), 
for some ygP,, then z(r) is trivial in (Sr\(P,uF))u{y}. Th’ IS means that, in defining I, we need 
to make sure that parabolic elements are sent in the “obvious” way to I’. It now follows 
from the nature of our construction that H(r, @oz(r,)c G,, where G, is the set of all 
parabolic elements of PSL(2, R). If now (I, @EG,(q- ‘Ial), then H(r, (?)az is the holonomy of 
some surface for which we may construct Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates. As in 510.1, we may 
extend this construction to an open neighbourhood V,,r of g-‘(intr) in map(V(V(C), [w) x 
map(E(C), R), to give us generalized Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates vi, referred to above in 
the outline proof. The smoothness of the map qz follows from the smoothness of H(r, B)oz(y) 
for each yEI-see the discussion in $11.1. 
11.4. Diferentiation on subsets of [w” 
Let Xc [w” and let f:X+R” be continuous at a point x&X. We will say that a linear 
map T: Iw”+ [w”’ is an X-derivative forfat x0 if given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if xf X 
with 0~ I/x-x0/I ~6 then 
II .I-(4 -f&J - Tb - x01 II <E 
lb--0II 
X-Derivatives are not necessarily unique, but they will be unique if, for example, X is a 
convex set with non-empty interior. There is an obvious chain rule, and an inclusion has the 
identity as a derivative at any point. 
The proof of the next lemma is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 11.4.1 (Implicit function lemma). Let XC Iw” and let YC Iw” x IW. Let h:X+IW” 
be a continuous function such that (h(x), X)E Y for all XEX. Let f: Y+Iw” be continuous. 
Suppose thatf is Y-dzyerentiable at (h(a), a)E Y with a Y-derivative (Tz, T,):rWm x I+‘-+ [w” such 
that T, is invertible. Suppose that f(h(x),x)=O for all xsX. Then h is X-differentiable at a, 
with X-derivative-T; ’ Tz:[W”-r[Wm. 
Proo$ Left to reader. Q. E.D. 
11.5. The diflerentiation of R 
We wish to show that R = R,O; ‘:lal-+map(V(Z), U3) is lal-differentiable. Our implicit 
function lemma (applied to derivatives in the usual sense) will immediately give us a partial 
result in this direction. 
Let &int r c 101 and WE V(T). We know that the radii R(B)(v) are independent of the vertex 
VEF,. We let h(e)(w) be this radius. In the main theorem (4.1), we described the map 
F’=F:ints x map(V(T),[W)-+map(V(T), Iw) 
obtained by gluing together triangles. We know that F(h(B),8)=(2zr, . . . , 2~). We deduce 
from our implicit function lemma that, so long as we stay in intr c Ir_rI, the radii R(8)(v) depend 
differentiably on 8. 
However, this is not good enough. We want to have a good dependence on 
&map(V(C), [w) when e(e) is allowed to be non-zero for eel?(F). 
We split the problem into two pieces. For each WE V(T), we pick a root V,E V(F,). We will 
then show that R(v,) depends nicely on 8 and also that if eEE(F) has ends vz and v2, then 
R(v,) - R(Q) depends nicely on 0. Then each R(v) is a finite sum of well-behaved functions. 
So, let e be an edge of F with endpoints vz and v2. Let f?,Eintrclol. 
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PROPOSITION 11.51. R(o,)-R(u,) is a la)-differentiablefunction ~$0 at 8,. 
To state what the derivative is, we need some more notation. For &inta, we may think of 
0; ‘(0) as a hyperbolic surface on which the spine X is realized as a cut locus. We choose a 
lifting e’ of e to the universal cover, with endpoints C1 and d,. Then Z lies inside a geodesic 
which is equidistant from two horodisks B, and B,, components of the inverse image of B(x). 
Let 6, and 6, be the ribs from u1 to B, and B,, respectively. Let 24 be the angle at C,, between 
6, and S,, of the angle segment which contains ~7,. At 0, ‘Bo, 2, Cl and a2 become a single 
point. Let 4 = &, at O;‘f$,. Near 0; lo,, C#J is near do. Let ri(0)=R(O)(ui), i= 1,2. These 
functions are continuous and have a common value, r,, at 8 = &. We will see that the partial 
derivative of rI -rz at B. in the e(e) direction is eracot&,; also the partial derivative in the 
direction of e(e’), for any other edge e’ of C, is zero. 
Proof: We know, by simple trigonometry, that 
2B(e)e’lcot~=0(e)2e2’l +e2r1-2’2- 1. 
As B tends to 8,, rl and r2 tend to ro, 0(e) tends to 0, and 4 tends to c#J~. Thus 
,In~= 
1 rl -r2 eZrl-2r2- 1 
i!!!02 O(e) rl -r2 
=e’~cot~,. 
If 0(e) = 0, then rl = r2, showing that the other partial derivatives are zero. Furthermore, 
the partial derivatives can be combined to give the formal definition of a (al-differen- 
tiable function, because the limit above is independent of the manner in which 0 tends 
t0 eo. Q.E.D. 
Let d(e)= +(rI -r2). (We will make an explicit choice of sign later.) 
We now want to show that R(u,) is a l&differentiable function of 8 near do, where u, is the 
root of F,, WE V(T). This will be proved, using our implicit function lemma, by a technique 
similar to that used for R restricted to intr, outlined above. We want to construct a ICI- 
differentiable map 
G:map(V(T), R) x U+map(V(T), R) 
analogous to the map F = FT of the main theorem (4.1). Here, U is a small neighbourhood of 
e. in 16). 
In the main theorem (4. l), we defined @(r, s, t,b) = c$(r, s, rl/) + &s, r, $) as the sum of two 
angles in one of our triangular pieces from our construction. Let uxy be such a triangle in W2, 
with u the ideal vertex and side ux corresponding to the length r and uy to the length s. Since 
n--m is the area of the triangle, @ is well defined (and possibly negative) for every choice of 
points x and y in W2. We thus have a map @: R3 + R, with value O(r, s, I/I). In order to complete 
the proof of Proposition 11.5.1, we need to show that @ iS differentiable-in fact, it is analytic. 
LEMMA 11.5.2. The map Q, is analytic throughout R3. 
Proof Note that O(r, s, +) = @(r - s, 0, e’ll/). We may thus assume that s, and therefore the 
side vy of our triangle, is fixed. For each ZIZU-U 2, let U(Z) be the unit vector at z pointing 
towards u. Let x be an arbitrary point of W2. Let w(x) be the vector u(y) parallel translated 
along the geodesic yx to x (maybe y = x). The area of the (possibly degenerate) triangle vxy 
may then be obtained by measuring the angle between the vectors u(x) and w(x). Since the 
vector fields u and w are both analytic, the area is an analytic function of x. It follows that CD 
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is an analytic function of r and tj. This completes the proof of Lemma 11.52. 
Let a:map( V(C), [W)+map( V(T), [w) be defined by u($)(w)=“~&~ )$(I)). Consider a0 F”. 
w 
map(V(X),IW) x(Unint~)~map(V(I),IW)~map(V(T),IW). 
Expressing P F” as a sum of the functions 4 and Q’, we see that it is defined and 
differentiable on an open neighbourhood (which can be assumed to contain U) of 6, in 
mapI( Iw). To complete the definition of G, below we will make use of the radius 
differences d, which we already know to be J&differentiable. 
Let eEF,,, have ends u1 and oz. We insist that the ordering be such that the unique arc 
from u, to u2 in F, passes through u1 (possibly u1 =u,). We define d:U+map(E(F), [w) by 
d(B)(e)=R(u,)(B)-R(u,)(@ Then, d is continuous and is [al-differentiable at do. We can 
now define 
b:map(V(T), [w)x U+map(V(C), Iw) x U. 
We put b(r, 0) = (r’, O), where r’(u) is defined as follows. Let e,, e,, . . . , e, be the edge path in 
F from a root v, to u. Then, r’(u)=r(w)+ d(@(e,)+ . . . +d(fl)(e,). Clearly, b is continuous 
and is map( V(T), [w) x l&differentiable on map( V(T), 68) x {e,}. We now let 
G=aoF”ob. 
Let IC/,,emap( V(T), [w) be defined by 
$0(w) = 2x1 VF,)l. 
Let R’:lal+map(V(T), K!) be given by R’(O)(w)= R(@(u,). We see that 
G(0, R’(B)) = Ii/O for eE u. 
In order for our implicit function lemma to be applied to R’, we need to check that the 
section GBo of G has maximal rank. But GBo is simply the section F;,, plus a translation: 
G,,(r)(w) = F&(r)(w) + 27rIE(F,)I. 
So, maximality of rank follows from the corresponding result in the main theorem (4.1). Thus 
R’ is lol-differentiable, i.e. R(u,) is l&differentiable for each root u,. Finally, we see that R is 
Ial-differentiable since 
R(8) = b(R’(O), 0). 
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